The present paper deals with several variants of inductive inference from noisy data. The notion of noise is based on the idea that the learner recieves a sequence of data elements such that each correct element appears infinitely often and each incorrect element appears at most finitely often. The main result is that the concept of learning in the limit from noisy informant has the same power as finite learning using a K-oracle from noise-free informant. The analog equality for text fails in general and holds only in one direction in the case of learning uniformly recursive families. Furthermore, learnability from noisy informant or text in presence of using oracles is investigated. It is shown that partial identification of all r.e. sets can also cope with noisy informant and text.
Introduction
Many scientific problems are only solved numerically and the correctness of the solution depends on the computing power and equipment available. This situation forces scientists to base their theories on data, which might be inaccurate. Modeling the development of science has therefore to take into account inaccuracies in experimental data.
This paper considers a model of such inaccuracies where these inaccuracies are detected at some future point, i.e., succeeding generations of researchers, who have better simulation techniques and computing equipment, can each remove some of the worst inaccuracies in their data. Therefore, they can replace the old theories by new improved hypotheses.
This -of course a bit simplified -view on scientific progress motivates the following abstract model of learning from noisy data: The learner wants to design a program for a given function via outputting better and better hypotheses based on more and more data. The learner's input describes the tinction via giving for each x an infinite sequence of pairs (x,y) representing the more and more precise simulations which intend to -Learning languages from noisy text: This notion turned out to be incomparable to finite language-learning from text with any oracle. So the result above does not transfer.
-Learning uniformly recursive families of languages from noisy text: In this context, learning from noisy text is more powerful than finite learning with K-oracle from noise-free text. Here the inclusion holds in one direction and is proper, therefore the situation is somewhere between that of the previously mentioned scenarios. Furthermore, relativizations and variants of these results are studied. The last section deals with weaker forms of identification such as behavioural correct and partial identification [3, 181. In the setting of partial identification, a single machine can learn all languages from text [18] . This result is transferred to the setting of noisy text, which may contain only finitely many incorrect data-elements. But the result cannot be transferred to very noisy texts T whose only requirement is that a word w occurs infinitely often in T iff it belongs to the language L to be learned.
Basic definitions
Inductive inference deals with finding descriptions for objects from data on this object. The objects are either computable functions or languages ( = recursive enumerable sets). The distinct notions of inductive inference are specified via the way the data is presented (Definition 1) and the kind of description which the learner has to produce for the object (Definition 2). E.g., in Gold's basic paradigm [7] the learner receives the infinite sequence f(O)f( l)f (2) . describing the function to be learned and outputs while reading this information finitely many indices eo, el , . . , e, such that the last index e, codes a program for the function f. So the way the data are presented is called an informant and the output is called "convergence in the limit" since one can say that the learner produces hypotheses which converge in the limit to the final correct hypothesis e,. Other notions of inductive inference may either differ w.r.t. the form of output, e.g., Behaviorly Correct learning requires an output of infinitely many indices such that almost all of them describe the function to be learned, or w.r.t. the form of the input, e.g., the notion of noisy function learning introduced here replaces the informant by a noisy informant which contains each pair (x,f(~)) infinitely often and for each x may contain finitely many pairs of the form (x, y) with y # f(x). Now the formal definition follows.
Definition 1. The input T is always an infinite sequence of data-elements describing the object to be learned. T can be specified in six different ways. In the definitions L stands for a language and f stands either for a recursive function or the characteristic function of a language L.
-An informant for f is an infinite sequence of pairs such that the pair (x,f(x)) occurs for every x. In this case of learning from noise-free informant it is convenient to present the data in the default ordering and to give the values f(O), f( 1 ), . instead of the pairs (O,f(O)), (1, f(l)), . . .; in particular, a string c( = aaai . . . a, represents the first n + 1 values f(O), f( 1 ), . . . , f(n).
-A noisy informant for f is an infinite sequence such that every pair (x, f (x)) occurs infinitely often in this sequence while for each x only finitely often some data-element (x, y) with y # f(x) occurs.
-A very noisy informant for f is an infinite sequence such that every pair (x, f (x)) occurs infinitely often in this sequence while for each x and y with y # f(x) the pair (x, y) occurs only finitely often. But in contrast to the noisy informant, it is legal that for fixed x the total amount of all occurrences of pairs (x, y) with y # f(x) is infinite. -A text for L is an infinite sequence of numbers such that every x E L occurs in the text and no x $ L. In texts may also occur the symbol # which stands for void information -this symbol is necessary since otherwise the empty set would not have a text.
_ A noisy text for L is an infinite sequence of numbers such that every x EL occurs infinitely often in the text and the total amount of occurrences of x +! L is finite.
_ A very noisy text for L is an infinite sequence of numbers such that every x E L occurs infinitely often in the text and every x $! L occurs only finitely often.
Informant and noisy informant for sets are defined by using the characteristic function of L as the function f in the first two definitions. In the third definition, any very noisy informant T for L can be turned into a noisy one by removing all data-elements (x, y) with y > 1 from T. Thus, the first three definitions apply for functions and the first two together with the last three apply for sets.
Definition 2.
An inference-criterion specifies whenever the sequence of output generated by a learner succeeds.
Let T be a text (or informant) for L. There are now two equivalent ways to express that a machine M learns a language L from informant or text T under Gold's criterion LimInf (LimTxt) of explanatory learning or learning in the limit [7] .
-A4 assigns to every string a program (or the symbol '?" for "no guess"). If M outputs for almost all o<T the same output e = M(a) and e generates the language L then A4 learns L from T in the limit.
-M is an oracle machine which accesses T as an oracle. With oracle T, the machine M never halts, but during its run-time outputs a finite number of guesses es, ei, . . . , e,.
The last guess e, of these guesses is a grammar generating L. In further proofs and definitions, it is convenient to use either the first or the second form of presenting the concept. Learning means not only to learn a single language but to learn a collection 2 of languages all via the same machine. A learning criterion like Lim, LimTxt and LimInf denotes the collections of all classes which can be learned via some machine: FELim iff some recursive machine M learns every f E 9 from every informant for f in the limit, P? E LimInf iff some recursive machine M learns every L E .Z from every informant for L in the limit, 2 E LimTxt iff some recursive machine M learns every L E _Y from every text for L in the limit.
This paper also deals with the following further notions of inference.
-Noisy inference (Noisy): F E Noisy via M means that 9 is a class of recursive functions such that M from any noisy informant of some function f E Y computes a finite sequence of guesses such that the last guess is a program for f. NoisyInf and NoisyTxt are the corresponding notions for learning languages from noisy informant or text in the limit. Related criteria as learning from very noisy informant or text are defined analogously but do not have own symbols. __ Finite learning (Fin): A machine M learns a function or language finitely if it outputs during the whole inference procedure exactly one guess and this guess is correct. Fin denotes the criterion for learning functions finitely from informant, FinInf and FinTxt those for learning languages finitely from informant or text. M(o) = ? means that M did not make its guess while reading the prefix a of some informant or text for the object to be learned, M(a)=e means that M has already made its guess and that this guess is e. _ Dual strong monotonic (SMond) learning is considered here only w.r.t. learning languages from text. A4 infers L under the criterion SMondTxt from a text T for L iff M guesses on T a finite sequence ea, el, . . . , e, of grammars such that W,, > w,, 2 '. 2 weti =L [12, 151. _ Behaaiorulfy correct (BC). A machine learns an object behaviorally correct iff it while reading a description outputs an infinite sequence of guesses such that almost all of these guesses are indices for the object. _ Partial identification. A machine identifies an object partially iff it while reading a description outputs an infinite sequence of guesses such that exactly one index e appears infinitely often in the output and this e is an index for the object.
Finite and dual strong monotonic learning are not combined with noisy data.
Osherson et al. [18] give an overview and further details on inductive inference.
The main recursion-theoretic definitions and notations can be found in the books of Odifreddi [ 171 and Soare [ 191. Nevertheless, some basic notations and facts are included for the convenience of the reader:
.JV = (0, 1,2,. . .} is the set of natural numbers, qe is the recursive function computed by the eth computer-program and (x, y) = i (x + y) . (x + y + 1) +x denotes Cantor's bijection from X2 to JV". In particular, pairs are always considered to be well-ordered
so each non-empty set of pairs has a first one. Strings aaai . . . a,, are identified with the finite function assigning a, to any x <n. The notion a@ means that P(x) J = U(X) for all x E dom(cc). Besides strings of numbers also strings of pairs are considered and if e.g. some informant T starts with (0,3)( 1,2)(4,8) then this fact can be stated as (0,3)(1,2)(4,8)<T.
A set is recursive enumerable iff there is an algorithm which outputs a sequence just containing all elements of the set, i.e., which outputs a text T of the set -this text may contain the symbol # to avoid undefined output in the case of empty set 0.
An equivalent definition is that a set is generated by some grammar. W, denotes the language generated by the eth grammar. RE denotes the class of all recursive enumerable sets, REC that of all recursive functions.
A set A is Turing reducible to B (A <T B) if A can be computed via a machine which knows B, i.e., which has an infinite database which supplies for each x the information whether x belongs to B or not. Such a database is called an oracle and the question "x E B?" is called a query to B. The class {A : A ET B} is called the Turing degree of B where A E_T B means that both, A <T B and B <TA hold. Given two sets A and B, the Turing degree of the join A @B = {2x : x E A} U {2x + 1 : x E B} is the least upper bound of the Turing degrees of A and B. K denotes the halting problem, i.e., the set {x : cpx(x) 1 }. This notion can be relativized: A' = {x : q!(x) I } is the halting problem relative to A where cp," is the xth recursive function equipped with the oracle A. Also a learner may use an oracle, e.g., FinTxt[A] denotes the collection of all classes of languages learnable finitely via a learner which uses the oracle A.
A set A has high Turing degree if K'<TA', i.e., if the halting problem relative to K can be solved using the halting problem relative to A. The high Turing degrees are also the degrees of the sets A such that there is a function f computable in A which dominates every recursive function g, i.e., which satisfies ( 
Inference from informant
The main result of this section is, that finite learning from informant with K-oracle equals learning from noisy informant. This relation motivates the study of connections between noisy inference and finite inference with oracles.
Proof. The basic idea of the proof is for the first direction is that using the oracle K it is possible to find some kind of "locking sequence" for the NoisyInf-learner which then is output by the Fin[K]-learner.
The idea for the reverse direction is, that -even from noisy informant -it is possible to find in the limit the input first c1 which the Now the FinInf[K]-learner N searches -using K-oracle -some kind of "locking sequence" qrn and then outputs e =M( qm). Formally, N is defined as follows:
for first pair (m,k) which satisfies the equality M(q,z)
For the verification assume now that on the inference of L E 9, N outputs e = M(qm) for some pair (m, k). where
It follows that T = lim,a, is a noisy informant for L and that M diverges on T, a A string CY is called o-consistent iff for all x E donz(a) the pair (x, a(x)) occurs in g at least as often as any other pair (x, y). Now for almost all a<T, in the second case NKlul(pi) = ? for almost all o<T. So these /$ are considered only by finitely many a$T and the output of A4 is e =JVK(a) for almost all a<T. Thus A4 converges on every noisy informant T to the index e of L and so A4 infers 9 from noisy informant.
0
It is easy to see that the proof holds as well for learning functions as well for learning r.e. sets; the major change in the proof is to replace (0, 1) by JV whereever 
Corollary 5. (a) NoisyInf
While for sets the definitions of noisy informant and very noisy informant are equivalent, this equivalence does not hold in the field of inferring functions. But there remains a connection:
Theorem 6. If F C REC can be learned from noisy informant and some K-recursive function f bounds all functions g E F, then 9 can also be learned from very noisy informant.
Proof. Let A4 infer B from noisy informant and let fs be a uniform recursive sequence of functions which approximate f in the limit:
Since f only has to be an upper bound, w.1.o.g. the fs approximate f from below. Every very noisy informant T = WOWI.. . for g E P can be translated into a new noisy informant T' = uovl . . . The converse does not hold. For example, the class {eleO"" : e E JV} can be learned from very noisy informant, but it has no bound on f(0) at all. On the other hand, the condition, that f is K-recursive cannot be weakened, since the class {0",v0" :xENAlBybf(x)} can be learned from very noisy informant iff some K-recursive function majorizes f'.
Inference from text
Comparing the definition for learning from noisy informant with those for learning from noisy text and from very noisy text, the second seems more to fit to its counterpart than the first one. But it turns out that learning from very noisy text is a very restrictive concept since here two restrictions add -that of texts (compared to informant) and that of severe noise. Indeed, the class of all singleton sets can only be learned from noisy text and not from very noisy text. This result has a mirror-image: the class of all constant functions can only be learned from noisy informant but not from very noisy informant. So the next theorem indicates why noisy text is more interesting than very noisy text and noisy informant is more interesting than very noisy informant.
Theorem 7. The class 2' containing all singleton sets {x} can be learned from noisy text but not from very noisy text.
Proof. There is an easy algorithm to infer Y from noisy text: For each input crw the learner just guesses {w}. Since for each given noisy text WOWI . . almost all wi are the single word x of the singleton language {x} to be learned, this algorithm is correct. Now the assumption that some machine A4 learns the sets {l}, {2}, . . The severe restriction from Theorem 8 contrasts with the fact that if the sets to be learned are the graphs 22 of a set of functions, then there is no difference between noisy and noise-free text, so learning from noisy text is in general not so restrictive as learning from noisy informant. Proof. It is sufficient to prove the direction "'3 E LimTxt + 3 E NoisyTxt" since the other one follows directly from the definitions. So let YE LimTxt via M and T = WOWI . . . be a noisy text for the graph of a function g. T contains only finitely many (x, JJ) with y # g(x) while each pair (x, g(x)) occurs infinitely often in T. There is a first k such that the data-elements wk, wk+i, . . . are all correct, i.e., are of the form (x,g(x)) for some X. So wkwk+iwk+2.. . is a noise-free text for graph(g) and M converges on this text to an index of graph(g). The idea is now that the NoisyTxt learner N approximates k from below and then simulates M on the data-elements starting with
Wk. This can be done since each incorrect element is discovered in the limit. Formally, N is given as follows:
On input wowi . . . w,, N searches the least m <n such that the information w,,,, w,,,+l, . . . , w,, is not contradictory, i.e., 
wn).
For almost all n, this m (depending on n) coincides with k and therefore Thus, E has a B-recursive approximation E,, such that w.1.o.g. no E,, is void. The new B-recursive machine N infers L E 9 from the text wawl . . . as follows:
For input wowi . . . w, find the first pair (e,m) E E,, such that the norm of (e,m) w.r.t. the current input wowi . . . w, is minimal among the norms of all (e', m') E E, w.r.t. the same input wowi . . . w,. Then output e.
Since B >T K the & are uniformly decidable relative to B. Since for each n there is a pair (e, m) E E,, the algorithm finds at least one e. Furthermore N has to compare the pair (e, m) only with a finite number of other pairs (e', m') since almost all pairs (e', m') have a higher norm than (e,m). Thus, the algorithm terminates using the B-oracle.
Since for every set L E 3 there is a pair (m, e) E E with K = L, either the algorithm finds this pair for sufficient long n and converges to e or the algorithms converges to e' for some other pair (m',e'). Assume by way of contradiction, that the algorithm takes the second case for some e' with I#$ # L. If there is some w EL -F&f, then this w occurs infinitely often. While the norm of (m, e) w.r.t. each input wowi . . . w, is bounded by a constant c, the norm of (m',e') is greater than the number of occurrences of w in the input seen so far and so the norm of (m',e') is almost always greater than c and greater than the norm of (m,e). From this contradiction it follows that the algorithm takes e' only if L c W,t. Since (m', e') E E, it follows that M(nm/z) = e' for all z E W,, and in particular M(o'z) = e' for all z EL*. Since M converges to e' on some noisy text T E oL"O, e' must be an index for L, a contradiction. So this case also fails and N infers 2'.
For the other way round, let C be a retraceable set of degree A', which is co-r.e. in A. Using this set C as a parameter, the following class _Y E NoisyTxt . Indeed such a characterization can be found using monotonicity notions.
Kapur [ 121 introduced (in the restricted context of Section 7) the notion of strongly dual monotonic inference, i.e., whenever the learner makes a mind from e to e', then the new language must be more special: W,, C W,. Jain and Sharma [9] and Kinber and Stephan [ 131 generalized this and other notions of monotonic inference to learning r.e. languages. While the class FinTxt[K] cannot be characterized in terms of noisy inference, it turned out to be equivalent with strongly dual monotonic inference without oracle. The reader may find more information on the field of monotonic learning in [lo, 12, 15,20,21] . Further N is required to make no further mind change if it once has made a guess.
Since N has only to check the strings z in a finite set whether they are locking sequences for R&(T) or not, this can be done with K-oracle: r is a locking sequence iff
M(zg) =M(s) for all u] E P&M(?)*. By the strong dual monotonicity and the construction it holds that range(z) C_ range(a) G L C W M(~).
Since some text for L starts with z and since M makes no mind change on this text after guessing M(z), M(z) is an index for L. On the other hand, there is a locking sequence r and whenever a is long enough, i.e., range(a)>range(z) and [a( >(zJ, the locking sequence is discovered. The condition in the "otherwise''-case is r.e., thus an uniform algorithm for IQe) first enumerates W, until it discovers that the condition in the "otherwise"-case holds and then enumerates the whole set C*. So f is recursive.
The inference process converges to the guess e of M and all previously guessed grammars enumerate C* -if not directly then at the moment that an error in the estimation MKs is discovered. there is an n such that M(x") outputs some index for {x}. Otherwise, (x $! K") the learner M must identify (0,x) on each text x n+lOoo and therefore M(x") always outputs a language which not only contains x but also 0. Thus,
Since the computation of M(Y) and the test, whether 0 6 Wj(,.), are recursive in K, Kl' would be r.e. in K, which is obviously not possible. Thus, such an A4 does not exist and the inclusion is proper. 0 So it is better to look for inclusions which hold under additional constraints. The first is to consider very noisy text versus (very) noisy informant; note that in the case of characteristic functions of sets, there is no difference between noisy and very noisy informant. Given a noisy informant T = (wg, bo), (WI, bl ), . . . for a set L, the sequence T containing all Wi with bi = 1 is a very noisy text for L: wi occurs in T' infinitely often iff (wi, 1) occurs in T infinitely often iff wi EL. Thus, one can translate every noisy informant into a very noisy text and simulate the machine learning from very noisy text. Thus, the following theorem holds (and also relativizes to every oracle). 
Informant versus text

Class preserving learning:
The learner outputs indices of some uniformly recursive family {&Hi,.
. 
Behaviorally correct and partial identification
Behavioral correct identification means that the learner outputs an infinite sequence of hypotheses which almost all compute the correct function or generate the correct set. It turns out that learning functions from noisy informant, there is no difference between behaviorally correct and explanatory convergence: is always an index for L.
The properness of the inclusion follows from NoisyTxt (z FinTxt (Corollary 10) and the obvious fact that any 2 which can be learned in the limit from noisy text can also be learned behaviorally correct from noisy text. q
Osherson et al. [18, Exercise 7SA] introduced the notion of partial identification from text and showed that the class of all r.e. languages can be learned from text under this criterion. This identification criterion is the mirror image of noisy input since the learner outputs the correct guess infinitely often and each other guess only finitely often.
Definition 29.
A machine M partially identifies 9 from noisy text iff for every L E 2 and every noisy text T for L there is a unique index e such that M outputs e infinitely often on input T and this e is an index for L: W, = L. Partial identification from very noisy text and noisy informant is defined analogously. The concept also transfers easily to learning functions from noisy or very noisy informant.
Let REC denote the class of all total recursive functions and RE that of all r.e. sets. 
Proof. REX is partially identifiable from very noisy informant:
Let { (~h(~)}~ E JJ be a Friedberg numbering of all partial recursive functions, h is total recursive. Further let T be a very noisy informant for f. M may be specified only by stating how often M outputs an index h(e) on text T since it does not matter when these outputs occur and identification only depends on how often M outputs an index.
M outputs h(e) at least n times iff for x = 0, 1,. . . , n the following two conditions are satisfied: -%(e)(X) I 3 -(x, (Pi) occws at least n times in T.
So A4 reads longer and longer initial segments and whenever M notices that it has put out less than n times h(e) while the conditions above demand to output h(e) at least n times, M's next output is h(e).
There is an unique index e with f = qhce). For each X, the pairs (x, f (x)) occur infinitely often in T and furthermore, (Pi j, = f(x) for all x. Thus, the conditions are satisfied for each n and M outputs h(e) infinitely often. Now consider any e' #e. There is some x such that either (PQ+)(x) T or q~h(~/)(x) # f(n). In the latter case, (x, ok) occurs only finitely often, say 171 times in T. Thus, for all n > x -with additionally n > m in the second case -A4 outputs the index h(e') less than n times, in particular only finitely often. Therefore, A4 partially identifies REC from very noisy informant.
RE is partially identifiable from noisy informant: Note that for characteristic functions, the notions noisy informant and very noisy informant are the same. So the statement is equivalent to saying that RE can be partially identified from very noisy informant. Now let { Wk(e)}eEx be a Friedberg numbering of all r.e. sets and let T be a noisy informant for some r.e. set L. This inference process is similar to the previous one.
M outputs h(e) at least n times iff there is some s >n such that the pairs (x, W~C~),~(X)) occur at least n times in T for x = 0, 1,. . . , n. Let e be the index of L, i.e., L = Qe). For each IZ there is s 2 IZ such that R&)(X) = H$(&x) for all xdn. Thus, (x, Qe),Jx)) occurs in T infinitely many times for these x and M outputs h(e) at least iz times, therefore even infinitely often.
Let e' # e. There is some x with Qe)(x) # Qe,)(x). There is some m such that Wh(e) (and therefore Wk__l $ FI$c~),~). Each x E wh(,) occurs infinitely often in T. So all three conditions are satisfied for each n and M outputs g(e,k) infinitely often. It remains to show that whenever M outputs g(e', k') infinitely often on this text T then e = e' and k = k'. Each x E Wg(e',k') occurs infinitely often in T since each such x is enumerated into Wg(e',k') at some stage s and for all n > x+s, if A4 outputs g(e', k) at least n times then x occurs in T at least n times. Thus, x EL. If x $?! W&e',k') then x must not occur in T beyond the k'th position, in particular only finitely often. Therefore, x $L. So Wg(&,k') = L and e' = e. By the second condition in the algorithm, g(e', k') occurs only then infinitely often if either k' = 0 or Wk'_i @ Wh(,,. It follows that k'<k.
On the other hand, wk',wk'+,, . . . E Wh@), so k'> k. Thus, M outputs g(e', k') infinitely often iff g(e', k') = g(e, k) and A4 identifies RE partially from noisy text. 0 While RE is partially identifiable from noisy text, RE is not partially identifiable from very noisy text as the following example shows:
Example 31. Let 9 contain all sets {x,x + 1,x + 2,x + 3,. . .}. Then 9 is partially identifiable from very noisy text, and 9 U (0) IS not partially identifiable from very noisy text.
Proof. Since each set in 9 is co-finite, every very noisy text for some L E 2 is already a noisy text: each number not in L occurs only finitely often and since there are only finitely many numbers outside L, only finitely many data-elements of a very noisy text for L are not in L: Thus, the text is already noisy. Since every class of languages can be partially identified from noisy text, 9 can be identified from very noisy text.
Assume by way of contradiction that M partially identifies _Y U (0). Using a list This construction works, because if on would not exist there would be a noisy text T,~y,{n,n+l,n+2,... }" for {n, n + 1,n + 2,. . .} on which M infinitely often outputs e, and then A4 would not partially identify {n, II + 1, n + 2, . . .} since e, is an index of 0.
So by construction, M(r) #e, whenever q,cr, < r < T, thus M outputs e, on input T only finitely often. Further each number n occurs only in the strings (T, for m bn, thus each number n occurs only finitely often in T. So T is a very noisy text for 0 but M does not partially identify 0 from T. 0 Since 9 is learnable in the limit from text by guessing 8 if range(g) =(D and guessing the set {n, n + 1, n + 2,. . . } if range(o) is not empty and has minimum n, 9 is a witness for the fact, that LimTxt does not imply partially identifiability from very noisy text. On the other hand, the class of all graphs of recursive functions is partial identifiable from very noisy text without being learnable in the limit from text or informant.
Corollary 32. Learning in the limit from text and partially identi$cation from very noisy text are incomparable concepts.
Conclusion
The present paper deals with several variants of inductive inference from noisy data which are called noisy informant, very noisy informant, noisy text and very noisy text.
In very noisy informant and text, correct data appears infinitely often and incorrect data finitely often; noisy informant and text have additional constraints. The notions are robust in the sense that similar notions can be translated into one of them. E.g., the following variants to present the input-data for the learner are equivalent to noisy informant: (a) for each x finitely many pairs (x, y) occur in the input such that the last one has the form (x,f(x)); (b) for each x finitely many pairs (n, y) occur in the input such that the majority has the form (~,f(x)); (c) for each x the proportion of the number of pairs (x,f(x)) within the first n data-elements w.r.t. the number of all pairs (x, y) within the first n data-elements converge to 1 for n --+ oo. The main result is that learning functions under the criteria Ex or BC from noisy informant coincides with learning them under the criterion Fin[K] from noise-free data. The corresponding result also holds for learning languages from informant in the limit. But it does no longer hold for learning languages behaviorally correct from noisy informant. In the case of language learning from text, the notions of finite learning with oracle and learning from noisy text in the limit are incomparable;
only if the class 8 of languages is a uniformly recursive family the implication 9 E FinTxt + 9 E NoisyTxt holds. The very general notion of partial identification allows to infer the class of all r.e. languages from noisy informant and noisy text but this fails for learning from very noisy text.
